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Abstract. Information systems are the fundamental of today’s promising businesses. Billions of dollars are
exchanged on daily basis based on automated systems and information technology. It is crucial that
information system projects are properly scope and implemented successfully.
Different research and studies, regarding information systems or information technology project failure show
the highest risk factors that were behind the project failure. The world statistics always publish failure rate in
general, which clearly can prove for business and information technology executives that there is failure at IS
projects regardless of whether it is high or low for (IS) or (IT ) projects. The key objective of all the research
and studies is information and communications technology awareness which can reduce or resolve failure
rate for a project by using the accurate and professional techniques.
This paper will present a Knowledge-Based Risk Management KBRM process conceptual framework and its
impact on IS/IT projects. It will introduce the role of knowledge management support for risk management
processes to anticipate on IT project.
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1. Introduction
The project risk management process, as described in project management handbooks, is an example of a
rational problem-solving method [1] based on an instrumental view. For this process to be effective, it is
necessary to follow all prescribed steps. For example, it has been have shown that the prescribed sequence of
risk identification, risk analysis, planning actions, and executing actions is rarely followed [2], [3]. The
sequence of activities that characterizes project risk management consists of identifying risks, analyzing risks,
defining action, implementing action, and monitoring the situation. However, despite the recommendation to
employ risk management, there are indications in literature that risk management used in Information
Systems/Information Technology (IS/IT) projects only occasionally contributes to project success [4].
Nevertheless, project managers often choose to execute various risk management activities in their projects
[3], [2], in order to manage their risks and uncertainties [5]. Execution of these activities, for instance risk
identification or risk analysis, requires time and cost money, and therefore they consume part of valuable
project resources. In order to improve the success of the project, these resources could also be expended
elsewhere, for instance to perform additional testing of the IS/IT system.

2. The Role of Knowledge Management Process &Risk Management in IS
Projects
KM and its Risk require significant attention within the majority of twenty-first century organizations.
The purpose is to obtain the most comprehensive, completed and relevant information of risks to be able to
respond rapidly to the environment surrounding the organization. Nowadays, organizations are surrounded
by turbulent environment, which might change and initiate new risks. Therefore, organizations must arm
themselves with comprehensive knowledge to be able to face the risks introduced by the unstable
environment. Additionally, Knowledge risk management (KRM) is an emerging field which suggests a
solution to the problems connected with conventional risk management methods [6]. The problem of
environmental complexity is manifested by individuals not knowing enough about the risk to anticipate its
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likelihood and consequences. To improve RM processes, the researchers will examine the relation between
KM processes and RM processes. The objective is to introduce the Knowledge-Based Risk Management
(KBRM) process to improve RM process efficiency by employing some of KM process. The project risk
management process, as described in project management handbooks, is an example of a rational problemsolving method [7], based on an instrumental view. For this process to be effective, it is necessary to follow
all prescribed steps. For example, the prescribed sequence of risk identification, risk analysis, planning
actions, and executing actions is rarely followed [2] and [3]. Based on research conducted, an effective RM
process model can’t be achieved without the assistant of a well-established KM process model [8]. In another
study, KM as a discipline can add positively to RM implementation in reference to data and information
management, risk-knowledge sharing and analysis consolidation and reporting[9]. Risk Management is
becoming a key factor within organizations since it can minimize the probability and impact of IT project
threats and capture the opportunities that could occur during the IT project life cycle.
KM processes as well have turned out to become a strategic resource for the organizations. KM can have
a great influence on reducing organizations' risks [10]. However, using KM processes to improve the
application of RM processes is a recent and significant research area. In spite of its importance, this area of
research has not been addressed intensively up to now. A company cannot manage its risks effectively if it
cannot manage its knowledge, many projects failed due to lack of knowledge among the project team or lack
of knowledge sharing during project progress [11]. A project failure can be the result of capturing the
appropriate knowledge at an inappropriate time of the project [12]. In fact, without KM as a tool to
communicate risks among members of a project team, RM might suffer from ineffectiveness and
inefficiencies [13]. A KM framework was developed to utilize when performing a task is based on approach
to KM and assumes that knowledge is created, transferred and reused due to an individual performing a
specific task [14]. Since knowledge is created in a project by the project team member completing the task.
Therefore, an organization needs to ensure that knowledge from one project is available for use on future
projects to reduce rework. Furthermore, the application of KM processes to support RM processes has the
potential of iteratively mitigating the probability of risks, thereby raising the probability of successful project
execution [12]. It is important that the organization prioritizes knowledge infusion of RM which, would
require the creation, capturing and sharing of knowledge related to potential risks to key assets of
stakeholders. The key to proactive RM processes lies in the company’s ability to mobilize the knowledge and
expertise of its employees regarding risk mitigation to provide the organization's decision makers an accurate
and timely information about potential harmful incidents, for example [11]. The rationale for applying KM
techniques and risk programs is stated in the following: 1) Sensing and responding to risks in an
organization is very much dependent on the knowledge and judgment of employees at all levels. 2) Key
decision makers should mobilize this knowledge along with any other information available concerning
potentially threatening situations. 3) Utilizing KM techniques through opening communication channels to
provide a system of incentives for managers to encourage employees to uncover potentially dangerous issues.
Finally, 4) Capturing lessons learned, applying proven RM techniques, and creating decision support systems
to assist in developing preventive RM policies and to avoid costly repetition of errors.
The Hobart City Council in Tasmania, Australia conducted a pilot information audit to establish the
current state of information management in the Council, as part of its KM strategy. This resulted in an audit
report of RM activities containing audit tables as a KM reference capability. It has improved the
understanding and application of information and KM in the Council [15]. Moreover, the audit has identified
the gaps and duplications as well as examples of best practices in information and knowledge management
across the organization. In another study three core KM principles related to RM have been noted [16].
These are: business focus, accountability and operational support. The three KM principles can be applied to
information RM in order to generate risk intelligence and to maximize the return on value from information
RM (investments. Business focus includes five steps: 1) Start with key business risks, 2) Prioritize the
business risks based on their importance to the business strategy, 3) Identify information sources for the
high-business risk areas, 4) Identify at-risk information sources through establishing what information is
critical to the business process, and 5) Establish risk-mitigation strategies. Furthermore, KM accountability
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requires domain experts to be assigned to work with knowledge managers to maintain various information
sources [16].
Finally, operational support is required to obtain the value. In addition, an effective RM is built on
effective KM, which necessitates open, obvious and enduring communication within the team involved [17].
Our proposed KBRM framework for IT project was designed based on a thorough investigation of various
models presented by different authors. A new methodology that contributes in providing guidance for
developing risk modelling knowledge was introduced to improve the quality and quantity of RM processes.
As shown in Fig. 1, they claimed that in three key components of ERM (Enterprise Risk Management) there
are relations between data, search of problem solutions, policies and organization of outcomes such as risk
[8].

Fig.1: Knowledge management acts through risk modelling in different components of enterprise risk management
processes in [8].

Fig. 2: Riskit RM cycle [19].

As a result, their proposed methodology used the context and experience to improve the risk modeling
process and it’s composed of the following steps: 1) Answering questions related to the strategy and strategic
planning. 2) Determining the enablers to transfer risk knowledge from tacit to explicit knowledge and vice
versa. 3) Producing knowledge by understanding the information flows. 4) Understanding risk knowledge
organization. 5) Finding out KM technologies and techniques. 6) Designing the Enterprise Risk KM System
to support risk modeling. 7) Finally, connecting organizational performance metrics and risk modeling.
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Another interesting research in managing knowledge risks in which a coherent methodology for managing
risks [18]. The proposed methodology can help in facilitating effective RM processes and enabling all
project participants to develop and share a greater understanding of project risks. The methodology includes
a generic process model, underlying information model, fuzzy knowledge representation model and common
language for describing risks and corrective actions, in order to support the quantitative risk analysis and
prototype software implementation. A comprehensive RM tool called IRMAS (Intelligent Risk Mapping and
Assessment System).
Several authors have mentioned the risks encountered during IT projects and how KM might play an
important role in enhancing the execution of RM. Most authors recognized how well integrated KM and RM
models are crucial to improve IT projects executions. However, none of the authors defined a clear and
comprehensive framework to demonstrate how to integrate the KM and RM processes together.

2.1 KM risk identification
RM has become the main part of the organization activity and its main objective is to help all other
activities to reach the organizations aim directly and efficiently. It is a continuous process that depends
directly on the change in the internal and external environment requires continuous attention for
identification and control of risk [20].
A proposed an integrated risk management model for financial banks with knowledge management
recommend that the financial banks should set up the incentive mechanism to urge the staffs to learn more
knowledge, and at the same time, banks should train knowledgeable staffs to construct a whole system to
assess and calculate the potential risks and counter-measures to reduce risks and feedback [21].
The literature of knowledge management recognizes the importance of two concepts: relating knowledge
management to business goals, and analysing existing knowledge and information management practices to
identify gaps. Like other business processes, knowledge management needs to address the business needs
within an organization and to encompass set goals and priorities for delivering benefits [22]. The new field
of knowledge risk management (KRM) offers managers ways to use knowledge to make sure decision
makers is informed and can anticipate and respond to risk events [6].
Risk identification, which covers the identification within the established context of uncertain events that
could cause harm or benefits, associated causes and the potential consequences [23]. RI is the process of
determining risks that could potentially prevent the program, enterprise, or investment from achieving its
objectives. It includes documenting and communicating the concern; or it can be the process of identifying
probable effective risk factors in relation to project goals, determining their features, and finally
documentation of findings. In addition, it is defined as obtaining the right information for the right people at
the right time to help them in problem-solving [24]. Project managers can take appropriate action if proper
risk assessment leads to early identification of a failing project.
The globalization and the technological development in the business sector forced business organizations
to cooperate on a broader scale. The knowledge of cooperation and the risks into cooperation have become
fundamental to business success [25]. In addition, correct risk identification ensured risk management
effectiveness. A project failure can be the result of capturing the appropriate knowledge at an inappropriate
time of the project [26]. In fact, without KM as a tool to communicate risks among members of a project
team, RM might suffer from ineffectiveness and inefficiencies [27]. It appears that is not sufficient to
augment current Information Security Risk Assessments (ISRAs) methodologies merely by including the
identification of “knowledge assets” in the form of databases, or even key people [28]. Certainly, a complex
organizational process tends to rely on both explicit and tacit knowledge of various individuals and networks
of experts. Therefore, understanding the full spectrum of risks associated with a particular process extends
considerably beyond individuals and information assets alone. This line of thought suggests that if we wish
to consider knowledge as a possible source of risk, the asset-based risk identification approach is likely to be
insufficient [28]. Information security is the dominant to organizations, so ISRAs enable organizations to
identify their key information assets and risks in order to develop effective and economically-viable control
strategies[29].
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In order to be effective, RM should involve the following stages: 1) Risk Identification: used to identify
project, product and business risks.2) Risk Analysis: to assess the likelihood and consequences of these risks.
3) Risk planning: to draw up plans to avoid or minimize the effects of the risk. 4) Risk Monitoring: to
guarantee the effectiveness of the methods followed and to monitor the risks throughout the project [30].
Also, in RM process, the team shares their knowledge on selecting the best alternative for risk treatment in
risk action requests. Whenever a risk treatment alternative is recommended in a risk action request, an
evaluation should be made by the stakeholders to determine if the risk is acceptable, then a risk treatment
alternative should be implemented, supported by the necessary resources, monitored and coordinated with
other project activities. A framework of the knowledge-based supply chain risk management system was
developed which includes four modules: basic database, knowledge database management, and supply chain
risk early warning and risk management strategies module [31].

2.2 KM and risk analysis
Risk analysis is concerned with assessing the potential impact of exposure and likelihood of the
particular outcome actually occurring. The impact of exposure should be considered under the elements of
time, quality, benefit and resource. A high number of IT projects failures have put RM higher in the agenda
of prospective project management teams. These failures created a major pressure on the system developers
to try harder and take the risk out of IT implementation [32]. He points out that there are many risk factors to
consider before the IS goes live at the end of the project. Some risk factors can include for example, risk
associated with new technology, project size and failure. Since there are many things that might go wrong
during the process of system development, organizations should simultaneously attempt to reduce risk and
increase security during system implementation. He recommends risk assessment to be performed at the start
of a project, and at least before system design, to determine the level of risk and to create a plan to manage
them. Furthermore, he concludes based on the use of a live case study that there is a need to develop a risk
analysis methodology that incorporates the key issues that need to be addressed before a system goes live.
Risk analysis facilitates the conversion of risk data into decision making information [33]. It consists of the
following tasks: 1) Risks shall be identified in the categories described in the risk management context. 2)
The probability of occurrence and consequences of each risk identified shall be estimated. 3) Each risk shall
be evaluated against its risk thresholds. 4) For each risk that is above its risk threshold, recommended
treatment strategies shall be defined and documented as recommended by IEEE Computer Society, 2008.
Therefore, based on the confirmed risks identified in the previous stage, risk analysis will perform analysis
on each risk. The team members will share their experience on confirmed risks based on probability of
occurrence, impact and extend of loss. This phase can be divided into risk probability which 1) describes the
likelihood of events occurring. 2) Shows the risk impact to measure the severity of risk. 3) Displays the
extent of loss to determine the risk disclosure in order to list all risks and threats [34]. The probability of
occurrence and consequences of each risk identified should be estimated. The estimates can be quantitative
or qualitative depending on the organization. The stakeholders should share their knowledge in determining
which risks will be evaluated using a qualitative scale and which will be evaluated using a quantitative scale.
During the risk analysis, the data collected is being renovated into decision making information [35]. Also,
risk analysis will categorize the risks based on the likelihood of occurrence, impact and extend of loss [33].
Also, in RM process, the team shares their knowledge on selecting the best alternative for risk treatment in
risk action requests. Whenever a risk treatment alternative is recommended in a risk action request, an
evaluation shall be made by the stakeholders to determine if the risk is acceptable. If the stakeholders
determine that actions should be taken to make a risk acceptable, then a risk treatment alternative shall be
implemented, supported by the necessary resources, monitored and coordinated with other project activities
[35].Techniques for Risk Analysis include [34]. (1)Best practice, alert system and lessens-learned; (2)
Expertise locator might be needed to share tacit and explicit knowledge; (3) Risk Modeling to transfer
knowledge through presentation, portals, discussions, collaboration activities and testing reporting.; (4)
Review case studies from previous projects; (5); Quick evidence review (QER) to review research and
evidence on a particular issue; (6) Gone well/not gone well Tools; (7) Team discussion and brainstorming
performed by analyzing former projects accessed from the repository.
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Another research examined the relationship between knowledge and risk analysis is described in [18]. It
presents a coherent methodology for managing risks. The proposed methodology can help in facilitating
effective RM processes and enabling all project participants to develop and share a greater understanding of
project risks. The methodology includes a generic process model, underlying information model, fuzzy
knowledge representation model and common language for describing risks and corrective actions, in order
to support the quantitative risk analysis and prototype software implementation.
A framework of the knowledge-based supply chain risk management system was developed in which it
focuses on utilizing knowledge management theories and data mining methods to supply chain risk
management and set up framework of the knowledge-based supply chain risk management system [31].

2.3 KM and risk planning
Risk Response Planning assists in converting the knowledge of risk into action and judgment and
involves developing actions to deal with each risk, prioritizing measures and creating a management plan[33].
This phase takes the information collected to formulate plans, strategies and actions and its ultimate goal is
to reduce both the probability of risk occurring and the degree of that loss [36]. The Risk Response Planning
process recommends the risk treatment actions needed in the later stages and requires selecting the proper
security control methods according to the impact and the probability of risks. This phase also provides
different execution possibilities and examines different “What-if” options. According to Project Management
Institute [37], Risk Response Planning is the process of developing options and determining actions to
enhance opportunities and reduce threats to the project’s objectives. It includes the identification and
assignment of one or more persons (the “risk response owner”) to take responsibility for each agreed-to and
funded risk response. Risk Response Planning addresses the risks by their priority, inserting resources and
activities into the budget, schedule and project management plan, as needed. Also, planned risk responses
must be suitable to the implication of the risk, cost effective, timely and realistic within the project context,
agreed upon by all parties involved and owned by a responsible person. Selecting the best risk response from
several options is often required.
Planning involves developing actions to address individual risk, prioritizing risk actions and creating an
integrated RM plan. The goal will include: 1) Reduction of the probability that a risk will occur, 2)
Reduction of magnitude of loss, or 3) Change of the consequence of a risk [36]. The process output
according are simple rules, process controls, testing, modeling and inheritance to [38]. The team during this
process shares their knowledge on selecting the best alternative for risk treatment in risk action requests.
Whenever a risk treatment alternative is recommended in a risk action request, an evaluation shall be made
by the stakeholders to determine if the risk is acceptable. If the stakeholders determine that actions should be
taken to make a risk acceptable, then a risk treatment alternative shall be implemented, supported by the
necessary resources, and monitored and coordinated with other project activities [35]. Moreover, Knowledge
Sharing helps the team in Risk Analysis process to identify possible preventive actions for the threats and
enhancement actions for the opportunities. Furthermore, it is important to analyze the strategy of risk
treatment adopted in similar projects and verify the efficiency of control and contingency actions that were
planned. This way, the manager learns from the facts of former projects, avoiding the recurrence of problems
and reusing actions which were previously successful in the risk mitigation or contingency [39].

2.4 KM and risk monitoring
Risk Monitoring is the process of identifying, analyzing, and planning for newly arising risks, keeping
track of the identified risks and those on the watch list, reanalyzing existing risks, monitoring trigger
conditions for contingency plans, monitoring residual risks and reviewing the execution of risk responses
while evaluating their effectiveness [37].The monitoring process continues to ensure that the assessment and
handling procedures are effective and, if so, that the corrective action and strategy are working. If any of
these proves to be negative, the risk may need to be reanalyzed or a new handling strategy may need to be
adopted. Risks may also be removed only from the project if their chance of occurrence has passed or if they
have been dealt with [18]. Removing the risk from the project doesn’t mean no documentation is preformed
for future reference.
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Also, Risk Monitoring might require altering the current execution plan, ending the risk or even initiating
a contingency plan if the current plan is found to be ineffective and requires starting from the beginning of
the risk process if a new risk has been identified[17] (Perera & Holsomback, 2005). This might require
starting from Risk Identification, which in turn needs to communicate with KBRC for further analysis and
examination. Furthermore, Risk Monitoring can involve choosing alternative strategies, executing a
contingency or fallback plan, taking corrective action, and modifying the project plan. The risk response
owner reports occasionally to the project manager on the effectiveness of the plan, any unanticipated effects,
and any mid-course correction needed to handle the risk appropriately. Risk Monitoring also includes
updating the organizational process assets, including project lessons-learned repositories and RM templates
for the benefit of future projects [37]. Three steps are important to monitor risk performance:
Monitor risk throughout the life cycle for changes in their state using measures that will be recorded in
the project risk profile.
 Measures shall be implemented and monitored to evaluate the effectiveness of risk controls. The cause
of an ineffective control should be identified and remedied promptly. Criteria should be set by the
team to determine when a risk is no longer needed to be monitored for control effectiveness.
 The system shall be continuously monitored for new risks and sources throughout its life cycle. New
risks and sources shall be communicated to the stakeholders after risk analysis.
Any monitor and review process should determine whether improved knowledge would have helped to
reach better decisions and identify what lessons could be learned for future assessments and management of
risks. Consequently, Risk Monitoring can be evaluated by the KBRE process occasionally typically every biweek According to Institute of Risk Management [40].


The importance of Knowledge Evaluation is by providing an assessment for Risk Execution and
Monitoring processes. This Knowledge Evaluation might result in enriching the repository with new
information, modifying existing activities, identifying or retiring risks and providing a valuable feedback on
the progress of RM project. It is important to understand that risk monitoring is intended to be a daily, ongoing process across the entire project lifecycle. Project team members and stakeholders should be
encouraged to be vigilant in looking for risk symptoms, as well as for new project risks. Newly identified
risks and symptoms of previously identified risks should be communicated immediately for evaluation
and/or action. In this process, Risk Monitoring is viewed as a feedback process for the purpose of
reevaluating recent results of Risk Execution concerning certain risk. The purpose of Risk Monitoring is to
[35]:




Review and update the individual risk states and the RM context.
Assess the effectiveness of risk treatment.
Seek out new risks and sources.

3. Conclusion
This paper emphasizes the importance of applying KM and RM in the organization in relation to a
different field of business. The KM might enhance the competitive advantage and the essential knowledge to
the organization. On the other hand, RM is concerned with identifying risks, source of risks and draw plans
to minimize risks to acceptable level. Also, RM needs revolutionizing to enhance the alignment of risk with
organization’s strategy, improve risk response judgments, minimize process shocks and loses, better
capturing of opportunities and enhanced cross-enterprise risks identification and management. It describes
the different types of risk encountered in IT projects and the contribution it might make to enhance the IT
projects execution.
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